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ANOMALONS 

Harry H. Heckman 

Anomalons: Hints of a new form of nuclear matter 

Startling evidence that nuclear matter may exist in an hitherto unexpected 

form has come from recent experiments carried out at the Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory's heavy ion accelerator, the BEVALAC, and from cosmic-ray 

experiments. Basically, the experiments indicate that hi9h energy nuclear 

fragments associated with the fragmentation of nuclei at relativistic energies 

possess anomalously short interaction mean free paths (MFP's), i.e., 1arge 

reaction cross sections. The surprising discovery from the latest experiments 

is that the shortening of the MFP's of projectile fragments (PF's) is 

compatible with the existence of nuclear entities--anomalons--that apoear to 

exhibit nuclear dimensions comparable to those for uranium nuclei, thus 

accounting for the anomalously short MFP's. To date, no known particle nor 

explanation within the framework of conventional nuclear physics has accounted 

for the anomalon phenomenon. Theoretical speculations on the anomalon effect 

are focusing most intensely on two concepts: one is that "quark bundles" in 

nuclei might account for the observations; the other is that the anomalon 

effect may be due to extraordinary nuclear configurations. and states of 

excitat i on. 

Projectile fragments .. Whenever a projectile nucleus at relativistic enerqy 

collides with a nucleus at rest, i.e., the target nucleus, a large variety of 

nuclear fragments are prOduced. Pertinent to "anomalon" experiments is the 
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phenomenon of projectile fragmentation, where nuclear fragments are emitted 

from the vertex of a nuclear collision essentially in the direction and 

velocity of the incident projectile nucleus. An example of a chain of 

projectile fragmentation reactions observed in nuclear emulsion is shown in 

Fig. 1. This figure is a microprojection drawing of an event produced by an 

56Fe (Z = 26) nucleus at an energy of 1.Q GeV/nucleon, where the initial· t 

collision generates a chain of projectile fragmentation reactions that emit, 

sequentially, PFs of charges Z = 24, 20, and 11. All the interactions in Fiq. 

1 are characteristic of high-energy, nuclear interactions, with sianificant 

particle production and target excitation indicated by the large number of 

target "prongs" emitted from the vertices of the nuclear "stars". 

Mean free paths. The collisions of beam nuclei as illustrated above occur 

randomly along their paths in matter. However, the average distance between 

collisions, that is, the MFP, for each nuclear species is a well-defined 

quantity and can be measured accurately. An important property of the MFP of 

a relativistic nuclide in matter is that it is an invariant auantity and, in 

the present context, depends only on the nature, i.e., physical "sizes", of 

the projectile and target nuclei. 

Experiments and the evidence for anomalons. Since the discovery of heavy 

nuclei in the primary cosmic rays in 1.948, and particularly since the 

development of the BEVALAC+ in the ]970's, comprehensive studies on the 

+On May 11,1982, the BEVALAC accelerated and extracted a ?38U beam for 

the first time, establishing the BEVALAC as a unique accelerator facility 

where all stable nuclei, from protons to'uranium, can he accelerated to 

relativistic energies. 
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MFP's of relativistic nuclei have been carried out in nuclear emulsion 

detectors. Experiments designed to measure the mean free paths of nuclei and 

their fragmentation products by use of these sensitive photo emulsions take 

expressed advantage of the fact that emulsions se~ve as both the target 

material and particle (track) detector. 

The microscopic examination of the emulsions is performed by following 

each beam track upon its entry into the emulsion stack until it either 

interacts or leaves the detector. Whenever a fragmentation reaction is 

detected, the PF's are likewise followed, with the charges and path lengths of 

interacting and noninteracting PF's measured and recorded. From such data, 

the observed MFP of PF' S (as well as beam nuclei) of charge Z, ;s given hy 

where r 1i is the total path length followed for both interactin~ and 

noninteracting tracks that leads to Nz interactions. 

* The MFP's, ~z, of beam nuclei are exemplified by those shown in 

* 16 Fig. 2, where the value of ~z for' 0 nuclei at 2.1 GeV/nucleon is 
, 

plotted as a function of the distance from their entry into the emulsion 

stack, i.e., the scan line. These data, obtained by B. Judek (National 

Research Council, Ottawa) are well accounted for by a constant value of 

* ~z = 11.9cm,a quantity independent of the distance from the scan line. 

This behavior is expected from conventional nuclear theory and is 

(1) 

characteristic of the MFP's of all beam nuclei measured to date, ranging from 

4He to 56 Fe , which, by definition, are taken to be the ,MFP's of normal 

nuclei. 

In contrast to the 160 beam data, the MFP's of PF's show quite 

dramatically that they are not constant with the distance 0 after their point 
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of emission. This is shown in Fig. 3, which presents the results from three 

independent experiments on the MFp·s of projectile fraqments. Plotted are the 

* . "charge independent" MFP parameters A for the PF·s versus the rlistance 0, 

* where A is defined in the expression: 

* *-b A = A Z z 

* Equation (2) accounts well for the A
Z 

vs Z dependence observed for the-

MFp·s of beam nuclei, where Abeam ~ 30 cm and b ~ 0.4. The data presented 

in Fig. 3 are from experiments done by a) the LBL-NRr collaboration, whose 

members include E. Friedlander~ H. Heckman, B. Judek, Y. Karant, and 

colleagues, b) P.L~ Jain ~nd G. Das of SUNY at Buffalo, and c) H.B. Barber, 

P.S. Freier, andC.J. Waddington, of the Uni~ersity of Minnesota. 

Experiments a) and b) used BEVALAC beams nf 56 Fe , 160, and 40Ar at 

(?) 

-2 GeV/nucleon, whereas experiment c) invblved the re-analysis of data from an 

extensive series of cosmic-ray balloon flights. All these experiments show 

that the MFp·s of PF·s are consistently lower than Abeam for the first few 

* centimeters from their origins, becoming compatible with Abeam (A !Abeam = 1) 

for distances 0 greater than about 5 cm. 

The short"MFP·s of PF 1 s at small dis~ances 0 mean that there is an excess 

in the number of interactions at these distances, confirming the 

long-suspected anomalous behavior of PF·s observed in cosmic-ray experiments. 

The latest results not only indicate that the MFp·s of PF·s are short at 

distances 0 ~ 2-3 cm, but that at larger distances they revert to the MFp·s of 

normal beam nuclei. 

To gain some insight as to the nature of the excess of interactions of 

PF·s at short distances, one possible assumption is the followin9: In 

addition to normal nuclei, there is a component of anomalous PF·s, .i.e., 
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a n om a 10Jls~,_wb i ch_a~e_pr od uc ed-wi th-p~0bab i ~+t-y-a-, -h a v i-n g-a-consta n t-;-

"anomalously short" MFP, ~a. Estimates of a and ).a from the LBL-NRC data 'live 

a ~ 6 and). ~ 2.5 cm. The astonishing conclusion is that the ?5 cm MFP of a-

* anomalons required by this model to account for the suppression of A at 

short distances is comparable to the MFP expected for uranium nuclei! The 

solid curve in Fig. 3 is the computed A vs 0 relation based on the assumption 

that 6% of the PF's are anomalons, the remaining 94% of the PF's being normal 

nuclei. Although this primitive model reproduces the trend of the 

experimental data, it is by no means unique. For example, a much larqer 

population of anomalons that attenuate by decay, rather than by nuclear 

interaction, with a lifetime T that corresponds to a decay distance CT of a 

few centimeters could also account for the data, provided 100% of the PF's are 

anomalons and have cross sections about twice those of normal nuclei of the 

same charge. Irrespective of these interpretative models, the fundamental 

observations indicating the existence of nuclei of sizes ?-10 times lar'ler 

than normal appears unexplainable by conventional nuclear theory. 

The observations that point to the existence of nuc·lei among the PF's of 

relativistic nuclei having anomalously large interaction cross sections must 

now be taken seriously. More experimental details on anomalons are vitally 

needed, particularly on their production and interaction mechanisms, their 

lifetimes, decay modes, and masses. 

Theoretical speculations. The experimental guidelines essential for realistic 

theoretical interpretations of the anomalon effect are therefore tenuous. 

Still, theoretical speculations are abundant. Theories that suqgest nuclear 

collisions can alter the quark structure in nuclei to produce color 

polarization inside the nucleus, thereby qiving rise to larger nuclear 

collision cross sections, ha~e been put forward by Y. Karant (LBl), W. Romo 

- , 
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and P. Watson (Carleton University, Ottawa), and S. Fredriksson and M. Jandel 

(Stockholm). J. Boguta (LBL) has pursued a Lagrangian field theoretic 

approach in nuclear theory and has found "hadroid" solutions that exhibit the. 

appropriately "long-range" forces required to explain the large interaction 

cross sections of anomalons. So far it is beyond the grasp of any theoretical ( 

concept to explain both the enhancement of the cross section and the remarkably 

long lifetime of anomalons~ estimated to be in excess of 10-10 sec. 

A true nuclear puzzle has thus emerged fiom relativistic heavy ion 

experiments. Its solution presents an exciting challenge to both experiment 

and theory, from which a more fundamental description of nuclear matter may 

evolve. 

This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, 

Division of Nuclear Physics of the Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics 

of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC03-76SF00098. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. A succession of four projectile fragmentation reactions initiated by 

a 1.88 GeV/nucleon 56 Fe (enters from left) as observed in nuclear 

emulsion. The actual distance between the first and fourth 

interactions is 5.7 cm. 

Fig. 2. Measured values of the MFP of 2.1 GeV/nucleon 160 beam nuclei 

versus the distance from the scan line, i.e., entry point, in an 

emulsion detector. 

* Fig. 3. The MFP parameter A versus distance from the origins of PF's. 

. * The values of A are normalized by the values of Abeam observed 

in the three experiments indicated. The dashed line at 

* A IAbeam = 1 is the prediction for normal nuclei: the solid line 

is the prediction assuming a 6% admixture ofPF's with Act = 2.S cm. 
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